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The grievant has been employed with the Company since 1966 and a Serviceman
since 1969. The grievant's active discipline at the time of the incident was
an oral reminder for leaving a hazard.

The grievant responded to a customer's call of a gas leak at a furnace. The
grievant went to the residence, then to the furnace in the residence where gas
was smelled, and shut off the furnace and water heater. He then inquired if
there was another furnace, and proceeded upstairs to shut the second
furnace off. The grievant went to the meter and determined, due to its size, he
would need assistance. Another Serviceman arrived and together they changed the
regulator, tested it and set the pressure. Together they went into the house to
relight the appliances. Both Servicemen were upstairs and because of
difficulties with the upstairs appliances, the grievant sent the other
Serviceman downstairs to light the appliances.

The grievant was unable to make repairs on the upstairs appliances and issued a
hazard tag. The other Serviceman completed the downstairs relight.

On February 3, 1989, another Serviceman was called to relight the upstairs
furnace at this residence and when completing his tasks, discovered a hazard
with the downstairs furnace. The enclosure for the downstairs furnace was not
properly vented.

Grievant testified that when he arrived at the house, his first priority was to
prevent an explosion from a gas leak. The grievant agreed in general that he



should have noticed the hazard. Grievant further stated that the first check on
relights is the combustion air, however, in this instant case, he was not
looking for those hazards.

Committee argued at length over who is responsible for the hazard and how
Positive Discipline was applied in this case. It appears that the Serviceman
who relit the downstairs furnace should have checked the combustion air
before relighting the furnace and that the grievant is not solely responsible,
albeit he should have noticed the hazard when he first entered the furnace
closet. There was unrebutted testimony from the grievant that the procedure he
followed was appropriate for the situation at hand which was first prevent an
explosion by shutting off appliances, then by checking the meter, and checking
and relighting the appliances. At the time he was to relight the appliances, he
would check the combusion air which the other Serviceman failed-to do.

The Committee agrees, based on the fact that the grievant was assisted by another
qualified Serviceman who actually performed the relight of the furnace which was
the hazard and should have been solely responsible for that work. The
grievant's failure to notice the hazard does not rise to the level of formal
discipline, and the discipline is reduced to a coaching and counselling session.

This case is closed as per the aforementioned.
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